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FOREWORD

At the time of the reviews, briefings, and discussions conducted for this
" Evaluation of Vanadium Alloy Technology, it was believed that the base alloy

composition V-5% Cr-5% Ti was the most promising. Since that time, in the
period August--December 1993, it was found that a heat having the nominal
composition V-5% Cr-5%Ti exhibited mechanical properties, specifically ductile-
to-brittle transformation temperature (DBTI'), inferior to a heat with nominal
composition V-4% Cr-4%Ti. These results have led to additional studies of base
composition, and the role of impurities coupled with the thermal-mechanical
history, and their effect on the physical and mechanical properties of the alloy.
This upholds the need for conducting the comprehensive and aggressive program
outlined in this report to properly define and qualify the alloy for the ITER.
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. SUMMARY

The Committee'sevaluationofvanadiumalloysas a structuralmaterialfor
. fusion reactorswas constrainedby limited data and time. The design of the

InternationalThermonuclearExperimentalReactor(ITER) is still in the concept
stage, so meaningfuldesign requirementswere not available. The data on the
effect of environmentand irradiationon vanadiumalloys were sparse, and
interpolationof these data were made to select the V-SCr-STialloy.

With an aggressive, fully funded program, it is possible to qualify a
vanadiumalloy as the principalstructuralmaterial for the ITER blanketin the
available5 to 8-yearwindow. However,the database forV-5Cr-STiis limitedand
will require an extensivedevelopmentand test program.

Because of the chemical reactivityof vanadium,the alloy will be less
tolerant of system failures, accidents, and off-normalevents than most other
candidate blanket structuralmaterials and will require more careful handling
duringfabricationof hardware.

• Because of the cost of the material, more stringent requirementson
processes, and minimal historical workingexperience, it will cost an order of
magnitudemore to qualifya vanadiumalloy for ITER blanket structures than

o other candidatematerials.

The use of vanadiumis difficultand uncertain;therefore, other options
should be explored more thoroughlybefore a final selection of vanadiumis
confirmed. The Committee views the risk as being too high to rely solely on
vanadiumalloys.

In viewing the state and nature of the design of the ITER blanket as
presented to the Committee,it is obvious that there is a need to move toward
integrating fabrication,welding,and materialsengineers into the ITER design
team.

If the vanadiumalloyoption is to be pursued,a largeprogramneeds to be
startedimmediately.The commitmentof fundingandotherresourcesneedsto be
rum and consistentwith a realisticprogramplan. The total cost of developingw

vanadiumfor the ITER is estimatedto be $130 millionover5 to 8 years,exclusive
of the cost of irradiationfacilities.
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. WHY VANADIUM

Vanadium alloys have long been viewed as desirable materials for fusion
. reactor structures in the first wall and blanket regions. These alloys offer the

potential of higher heat loads and higher operating temperatures than steels,
evidence of resistance to degradationunder irradiation,and excellent compatibility
with liquid lithium. Activation product radioisotopes in vanadium decay with
modest decay-heating rates and manageable halfiives. Care in the selection of
alloying additions produces structures with attractive accident consequence and
waste management potential at the end of reactor service.

In addition to vanadium alloys for possible use in the International
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) in approximately 1999, vanadium
is a strong candidate for the demonstration fusion power plant to be built in 2025.

ITER DESIGN

The ITER is a magnetic fusion device designed to produce from 1.5 to 3.0
GW of fusion power. The machine is toroidal in shape with a donut-shaped
plasma of approximately 8-m major radiusthat is contained inside a vacuumvessel
by the combined magnetic field generated by a set of superconducting magnets
and a 25-MA current flowing in the plasma itself. Figure 1 is a vertical cross

- section of one-half of the ITER showing the location and shape of the internal
components. The bulk of the energy produced by the plasma is in the form of
energetic neutrons that are slowed and absorbed in the blanket and shield
structure.

The ITER design is in the very formative stage, and drawings that show the
details of the components are nonexistent. The two systems that have been
proposed as potential applications for vanadium are the blanket/shield and the
divertor. For the purposes of the Committee's evaluation of vanadium alloy
development, only the blanket/shield has been considered. It should be noted that
there is, so far, no definition of the entire primary cooling loop associated with the
blanket. The nature of the external piping and the primary heat exchangers may
have some impact on the development needs.

The blanket modules, which number several tens, are basically tall, boxlikemr

structures that are mounted on the inboard and outboard sides of the plasma
vacuum vessel and subsequentlyjoined together by welding, in situ, to form two

. toroidally continuous structures. The modules do not extend to the bottom of the
vacuum vessel; therefore, all piping and cabling runs enter and leave through the
top. Each module has a cross section at the mid-plane of 0.65 m wide by 0.5 m
thick and is approximately 12 m high. A horizontalcross section at the mid-plane
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- for an inboard blanket module is shown in Fig. 2. The module cross-section varies
in width along the vertical direction and becomes more complex at the top and
bottom. The boxlike structure is assumed to be all fabricated from formed and

" welded vanadium alloy sheet and plate. The sheet and plate vary in thickness
from a few millimeters to a few centimeters. There are two blanket/shield options,
both filled with liquid lithium. The first option is a self-cooled circulating liquid
lithium system; the second is indirectly cooled by high-pressure helium circulating
in tubes.

The front or plasma-facing surface intercepts a neutron flux of 1.5 to
3.0 MW/m 2 with a radiative heat load of 40 to70 W/cm 2. In addition, the first wall
is bombarded with fuel and impurity particles that escape from the core of the
confined plasma. The first wall will be coated with beryllium in order to minimize
the amount of high-Z material sputtered and returned to the plasma. The first
wall is highly thermal stressed, which is the primary limitation on the operating
temperature.

SF_I,F.L'TIONOF V-$Cr-5_

" V-5Cr-5Ti has been chosen as the reference alloy for development. The
data so far developed by the vanadium alloy research and development (R&D)
program have identified it as the alloy with the most potential to attain the

" combined goals of high-temperature capability, fabricability, low nuclear activation,
acceptable after heat, and in the case of the ITER, compatibility with liquid
lithium. Appendix A gives the tentative specification for the alloy of choice. The
selection is based on limited test data from two small heats of the alloy plus
extrapolations of data from other alloys. Some testing of the sample heats has
been accomplished, and additional tests, including irradiated material tests, are
under way.

DATA BASE

Although there is a larg._body of information developed for pure vanadium,
there is only a limited data base available for any of the vanadium alloys. This is
simply because there is not any significant commercial use for structural vanadium
alloys.

In order to qualify V-5Cr-5Ti for use in the ITER, the whole range of
material, fabrication, and joining data will need to be developed. These data will

" have to include values for both unirradiated and irradiated alloys:
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- • physical properties (0 to 650"C) - electrical and thermal conductivity,
expansioncoefficient,specific heat, etc.;

" • mechanicalproperties(0 to 650"C) - Young'smodulus,yieldstrength,ultimate
strength, elongation, shear modulus, Poisson's ratio, hardness, fracture
mechanicsdata,creep, fatiguestrength,andenvironmentaleffects,e.g., stress
corrosion,hydrogenembrittlement,and heliumembrittlement;and

• engineeringdesigndata:
-- sensitivity of properties to productform- sheet, tube, and thick sections;
- vacuum properties - outgassingrates,bakeoutrequirements,galling,and

porosity;
-- availableproductformsand size limitations;
-- machinability;
-- cold-formingproperties- bend radius,cold-working,upsetting,cross-grain

properties,and springback;
-- weldability-fillermaterials,propertiesof theheat-affectedzone, transitions

to othermaterials, and effects of thickness;
-- brazingand bondingtechniques;

" -- chemical reactivity- corrosionsensitivityto air,water,hydrogenisotopes,
and possiblecoolants;and

. -- techniquesforandpropertiesof insulating,joining,andprotectivecoatings.

ENGINEF_R_G ISSUI_ FOR VANADIUMUSE

The use of vanadiumalloyas a principalstructuralmaterialin the 1TER
requires an extensivedata base on the engineeringproperties of the material.
There is essentially no industrial experience in the design and fabricationof
significantstructuresfromany vanadiumalloy. The iargestidentifiedvanadium
alloystructureknown in the United States consistedof a table-topsize loop of
tubing.

There is a largebodyof engineeringdata on other refractorymetals that
is generallyusefulin dealingwithvanadiumalloys. However,in orderto qualify
a vanadium alloy for this critical application in a nuclear facility, it will be
necessary to have a complete knowledge of the peculiaritiesof this particular

" material. In addition to the materialsdata that will be developed under the =
vanadiumresearchanddevelopmentplan,thereneedsto be extensiveworkon the

. practical design,fabrication,and repairof componentsmade from this alloy.



Vanadium is extremely sensitive to oxygen contamination at elevated
temperatures such as encountered during welding, forging, stress relief, and
annealing and, therefore, requires the use of inert shielding or vacuum during hot
processing. Inert gas facilities large enough to house the fully assembled blanket
module will be required. The welds used for final installation in the field ::'ill
require special consideration.

If the blanket design chosen employs circulating liquid lithium for cooling,
the entire liquid-metal contacting surface will need to be coated with an insulating
material to reduce the pressure drop from electromagnetic effects of flowing a
conductor across a magnetic field. This coating will need to be complete, and
some method of detecting and repairing damage will be required. This is a
generic issue for all self-cooled liquid-metal blanket systems, but requires a
material-specific solution. Furthermore, this coating will need to be compatible
with the use of liquid lithium to control the tritium and deuterium levels in the
vanadium blanket material.

If portions of the flowing liquid-metal systems are made from materials
other than vanadium, for cost or safety reasons, transition joints will be required.
The joints themselves should be easily developable. However, the use of two
materials in the cooling loop will require a complete understanding of mass
transfer effects that may limit the lifetime of the components.

m,

PRODUCTION CAPAB_

At the present time, there is only one supplier of vanadium existing in the
United States: Teledyne Wah Chang Albany, Albany, Oregon. However, other
refractory metal producers, such as Cabot Performance Materials, Boyertown,
Pennsylvania, and H. C. Starck GmbH, New York, New York, have the facilities
to produce vanadium and vanadium alloys, but they have no apparent interest in
diversifying into vanadium alloy production. The titanium industry in the United
States is now depressed; therefore, their melting furnaces, forges, and mills could
be used for vanadium ahoy production. MetaIWerke Plansee, Austria, and GFE
Metallgesellschaft, Germany, have the capability to produce pure vanadium and
vanadium alloys. It has been suggested that the Russi_,ns have limited capabilities.

Vanadium raw material is quite abundant. The present V_Os supplier,
Strategic Minerals Corporation (STRATCOR), Danbury, Connecticut, is quoting
$14.00/lb for high-purity material. Large quantities are available from Florida and
Idaho phosphates and from Venezuela crude oii. Impure V2Os (98%) has been
priced on the market in 1975 at $2.95/Ib and in 1993 at $1.80/Ib with spot prices
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. at $1.20 to $1.40/1b.The AmericanMetalMarket(see AppendixB) showsraw
material prices are headed downward. Other raw materialsfor producingthe
alloy, high-purityAI for the aluminothermicreductionof the V2Os(one U.S.

- supplier,Reynolds)and alloy elements Cr and Ti, are readilyavailable.

TeledyneWahChangAlbany'singotpricehasvariedfrom$300to $400/kg
to $200 to $400/kg dependingon order size, etc. Today, the price for small
quantitiesof ingotsis$124.36/kg,andfor largequantities,it is $95.65/kg. For mill
products,the price has varied from $400 to $600/kg to the present quote of
$159.40/kg. The price could changeas a resultof quantities,specifications,and
tolerances forwidth,thickness,and flatness.

T_,eBillof Materialsforthe ITER(see AppendixC) is quite preliminary,
and better informationneeds to be developed,includingtolerancesfor thevarious
productforms. UsingtheJune 22, 1993,prices fromTeledyneWahChangAlbany
(see AppendixD) suggeststhe mill productsfor the 1TERfor vanadiumwould
cost $100to $150x l0s. Using dataon pricesfor 316SSand alloy-typesteels from
the June 18, 1993,AmericanMetalMarketwouldgeneratea 316 SSmillproducts
cost of $4.5 x 10s andfor alloysteel, $0.8 to $1.6 x 10s.

However,the vanadiumcost estimatesare subjectto considerablechange.
The latest quote from TeledyneWahChangAlbany,dated August2, 1993,from

- Bob Kinneyto DennisLee of McDonnell-DouglasAerospacesuggestsa cost range
from $265 to $464x 10s for the millshapesto constructthe ITER, dependingon
whetherLi or He coolingis used. Fromthe wordingof the quote, it appearsthat
Wah Chang does not considervanadiumand vanadiumalloy millproductsas a
commercialproduct,due to the exceptionstaken.

1993VBRSUS SPACEERA

The situationwith the developmentand productionof vanadiumalloys
todayshouldbe comparedto the situationwithrefractorymetalsin the SpaceEra.
During the Space Era, the followingeight metal producers existed: DuPont,
Stauffer,Fansteel,NationalResearchCorpJration,TeledyneWahChangAlbany,
KBI, Westinghouse,and HaynesStellite of Union CarbideCorporation. Today,
thereare onlythreeU.S. producers:TeledyneWahChangAlbany,Cabot Metals,
and H. C. Starck,GmbH. Secondarymetalfabricationcapabilitiesexistedthen at
Precision Sheet Metal, Nooter, Superior Tube, Ladish, and WymanGordon.
Programs were under way at Boeing, Rockwell, Martin Marietta, General

. Dynamics,McDonnellDouglas,Lockheed,Pratt&Whitney,andGeneralElectric.
The extensiverefractorymetalprogramwasactivelysupportedfor manyyearsby

=



the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics-National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Department of Defense, and Atomic Energy Commission. An
estimate was made of the total researchers and engineers workingon the program
at 150 to 200 with a total expenditure of $500 x 10s to $750 x 10s during the 1958-
72 time period.

In a recent talk presented by Jim Laidler from Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL) on January 15, 1993, at Dallas, Texas, he descn'bed the
development of stainless steel cladding and duct materials for the Liquid Metal
Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR). His data showed that the reference alloy was
studied from 1966 to 1987 at a cost of $101 x l0s, and the advanced alloy was
examined from 1972 to 1990 at a cost of $77 x l0 s.

COST EXPERIENCE OF MATERIAL QUALIFICATION (CODE CASE)

No matter how the sightingand operational approval for the ITER will be
obtained, the project will need to develop a data base equivalent to an American
Society for Testing and Materials/American Society of Mechanical Engineers Code
case. During the Committee's meeting at ANL on June 3-4, 1993, W. Buckman
presented some information on this and quoted a figure of $10 x los to obtain the
necessary data for IN-718, which was a commercial alloy for 20 years when this
was done in 1975. The experience of Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) for
the modified 9 Cr-1 Mo steel Code case cost $16 x los over a 12-year period.

The above quoted costs were to cover only the tests to develop necessary
data for the Code cases. Obtaining data for vanadium alloys will cost much more
due to material costs and complexity of testing due to vanadium's propensity to
pick up impurities.

SCAI_UP OF ALLOY PRODUCTION

Unalloyed vanadium ingots have been melted up to 5000 lb and in
vanadium alloy only 200 to 500-1b ingots. In order to develop the necessary
reproducibility in melting and meeting specifications, it is suggested that ten
10,000-1bheats be melted and the ingots convened to various mill product forms
shown in the ITER Bill of Materials. This Bill of Materials should be refined as
the design proceeds. These mill product forms could then be used to develop the
'Tariousmechanical and physical properties, construct engineering corrosion test
loops, perform welding development studies, and start the secondary fabrication
work to develop necessary parameters and techniques to produce the ITER
hardware. This program should be started now and run for approximately 3 years
with a cost of $20 to $25 x l0 s.



. This program will also determine if the necessary mill equipment, i.e.,
forges, rolling mills,bar mills, and wire drawingequipment, exists and can make
the product. In addition, it will provide information on the ability to meet

. tolerances for width, thickness, surface quality, straightness, and flatness for plate
and sheet. Tubing in refractory metals is traditionally started from an extruded
tube shell and then either rocked or swagged down to a size that can be drawn to
final diameter. The difficulty in producing tubing is to remove all of the drawing
lubricants from the inside of long tube lengths to prevent contamination during
annealing. Tubing diameters specified in the Bill of Materials are within the
capability of many of the tubing manufacturers,but development will be required
if they have not produced refractory metal tubing in the last few years. This
development will be directed toward determining the amount of reduction per
drawand the total amount of cold-work allowed before annealing. The minimum
length of tubing specified in the Bill of Materials is unrealistic in any material
because it would be damaged in normal handling. Refractory metal tubing can be
supplied in nominally 3650-mm (12.ft) lengthswithout modification of equipment.
Beyond that size will require the installation of special cleaning and annealing
equipment. Concern has been expressed that the necessary large vacuum
annealing furnace and pickling and cleaning facilities do not exist. Their cost of

. $3 to $6 x l0 s is included in the $20 to $25 x los.

Additional information was learned in recent discussions with Teledyne
, Wall Change Albany personnel on the vanadium alloy product flowchart,

availabilityof equipment, product recoveries, and pricing of individualmill shapes.
Using these data and producing each of these items only three times, as suggested
by Teledyne Wah Chang Albany for reproducibility,would give a cost of $6.5 x 106
for just the inboard and outboard back plates, module tube canister, and ribs for
the module. They concurred with our suggestions that an annealing furnace and
pickling and cleaning facilities would be needed.

COMPONENT OR PROTOTYPE FABRICATION

In general, the elevated-temperature strength, susceptibility to interstitial
contamination, and resistance to chemical attack make vanadium more difficult
and expensive to fabricate than stainless steel. Typically, the cost to fabricate
niobium or vanadium is 2 to 3 times the cost of stainless steel and 1.5 to 2 times
the cost of titanium. While these costs do not appear to be large, when the cost
of the raw material is added to the fabrication cost, the difference can approach
factors of 7 to 10 depending upon complexity of the design. Very little

. information is available on the secondary fabrication of vanadium or vanadium
alloys. What little information is available was summarized in a report entitled
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Rcfr¢¢to_ Metals Fabrication Technolo_ as Avvlied to Fusion Reactors,
published byBattelle Northwest Laboratory (BNWI._2-053,July 1976). That report
indicated that based on the information available, it appeared that the standard
machining techniques such as milling, turning,and drillingwere essentially similar
to niobium. If this b the case, then the manufacturingcosts would be similar to
niobium. Virtually no information was available relative to flow characteristics,
which b required to develop forming information to fabricate ITER relevant
components. Historically, component fabrication is the area where most of the
difficulties with refractory metals are encountered. While refractory metal
suppliers can produce fiat sheet, plate, and tubing, converting those shapes into
curves and bends, along with the associated heat treatments, usually results in
several failures or redesigns. Since much of the forming requirements tend to be
design specific, it is worthwhile to fabricate a series of subscale prototypes that use
essentially the same size of starting materials. By doing this, one will develop the
necessary manufacturing specifications while developing the fabricating processes.
For example, in one of the concepts, a sharp bend is required withbend radiusat
roughly 2 to 3 times the section thickness. While this bend should be able to be
made with minimal difficulty, in vanadium, putting a compound curve along this
bend will cause it to buckle. Therefore, producing a quarter-scale component
would not only assist in developing the fabrication data base, but also the
information could be subsequently fed back into the design to reduce risk.
Component fabrication is more than forming metal; it also involves developing

: complex welding, cleaning, and heat treatments. In developing this data base
through the forming, joining, and heat-treating assemblies, valuable information
is developed that will help in designing components because it establishes the
limits on materials. While the Committee estimated that it would cost between
$40 to $50 million over a 4-year period to develop this fabrication data base, it
should be recognized that a portion of the cost would apply to the development
of any material, including steel, since the fabrication requirements for an ITER-
type structure are more complex than traditionallythought and approach aircraft-
type structuresin their complexity. In the case of aircraft, even with an extensive
fabrication data base in titanium, mock-up, and prototypes are alwaysfabricated
prior to production to ensure that hidden fabrication issues are discovered before
final design.

MATRRIAL BRHAVIOR TESTING
,J

The selection of V-SCr-STi alloy was made after reviewing various
vanadium ahoy data from irradiated and nonirradiated tests. Since the vanadium
5Cr-STi alloy has been selected, testing should center on that composition and
start obtaining meaningful statistical data on the physical and mechanical
properties.
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. The data needed include: tensile and yield strength, elongation, shear modulus,
elastic modulus, Poisson's ratio, thermal conductivity, thermal coefficient of
expansion, work-hardening coefficient, creep/stress rupture, relaxation

- characteristics, impact properties, fatigue, and fracture toughness. These data
should be derived from various heats tested under irradiated and nonirradiated

conditions. Also needed is an understanding of the material's behavior under
thermal cycling conditions after thermal aging.

Welding studies must be performed on various heats and product forms to
develop proper techniques for various weld joints and to determine shrinkage,
distortion, etc., as a function of method, product form, and thickness. Various
welding types should be tried: gas tungsten arc, electron beam, resistance seam
welding, and welds under restraint. Weld filler metal must also be developed, and
may differ in composition from the base metal to produce welds with optimal
properties. It is assumed that most welding will be performed in a dry box since
no nondestructive tests (i.e., "go-no-go") exist to determine whether impurities are
picked up during welding if a lead/trail gas shield is used. The technique of
constant monitoring of the dry box atmosphere for impurities used by the
refractory metal researchers on the Space Program was impressive.

Compat_ility tests of vanadium alloys exposed to L.i,He and H2 should be
conducted to determine temperature gradient mass transfer, dissimilar metal mass

" transfer, impurity pickup, and H2 buildup. These tests should be conducted on
engineering-type loop tests as well as on smaller bench tests.

An extensive irradiation testing program has to be conducted to determine
the effect of irradiation on physical and mechanical properties and especially to
measure fracture properties, including the ductile-to-brittle transition temperature
shift. In looking at the requirements to develop this data base, the Committee is
concerned about the limited capability to develop the required irradiation effects
data base. At the present time only the Experimental Breeder Reactor (EBR-II)
and the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) appear to be available within the
United States to develop this type of data. In presentations, it was pointed out
that in HFIR, the thermal spectrum transmutes vanadium into chromium. For
long irradiation times [e.g., >5 displacements per atom (dpa)] this has the
potential for altering the stoichiometry of the alloy and thus its properties.

. Changes in properties may occur due to compositional changes, and these would
not necessarily occur in a fusion spectrum. As a result, irradiations in the HFIR
may be limited, and the bulk of the irradiation would have to be conducted in the

. EBR-II. Fast reactor irradiations also pose limitations. First, in the EBR-II or the
Fast-Flux Test Facility (I_I_I'I_),the lowest temperature that can easily be achieved
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is about 370 to 400"C. Thus, the critical temperature regime for irradiation
effects on fracture cannot be explored. Second, in the fast neutron spectrum, very
little He is produced from (n,u) transmutations relative to the fusion spectrum.
A significant campaign will have to be mounted to investigate He/dpa effects using
dynamic helium charging experiments (DHCE). The first experiment of this type
is now being evaluated at ANL The availability of the EBR-II and the possibility
it may be shut down is also a significant concern, although it may be possible to
conduct the irradiation in a non-U.S, reactor (e.g., BOR-60 in Russia). While
there is a large amount of irradiation information generated for the Fast Reactor
Program, the bulk of the data is either not on the alloys of interest or addresses
the wrong properties. For the ITER, the type of data needed is irradiation creep,
changes in fracture toughness, changes in ductility, and tensile strength up to
roughly 50 dpa and a function of temperature with irradiations from approximately
room temperature to 100"C above the operating temperature. In presentations,
the cost to develop this information was estimated to be in the range of $35
million and would require 6 years to develop the complete data base.

The costs of the studies discussed in this section are summarized as follows:

Baseline Materials Properties $6 million -
Welding/Preliminary Fabrication $5 million
Corrosion/Compatibility/H2 $20 million
Irradiation Testing $33 million "

F__G_G "I'F.SF IX)OPS

Coolant compatibility is an area of concern for all structural materials,
particularly when they must operate in a nuclear environment. To help screen
materials and to develop engineering information on mass transfer, engineering
test loops are used. For a vanadium alloy, the construction and operation of a
coolant loop would provide information not only on coolant compatibility but also
provide valuable fabrication information through the design and construction of
the loop. The ITER program has not made a decision on coolants and is currently
looking at liquid metals, water, and helium. While available data show that
vanadium is compatible with lithium, these data need to be verified and expanded.
A very serious concern with vanadium and water is the potential for embrittlement
from the hydrogen produced by the decomposition of water. For helium, the issue
is how clean one could produce and maintain the helium in an engineering system
and how much interstitial contamination would occur. Interstitial contamination

is a critical area for refractory metals, such as vanadium, since the alloys can be
embrittled by interstitial elements (:carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen). To
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. protect them from embrittlement, they are typically used in a vacuum
environment. Inert gases have occasionally been used but traditionally are not
successful in long-term applications. The vacuum in a fusion reactor will likely

- protect vanadium from interstitial contamination, but beyond the vacuum
boundary, it will have to be protected by a coating or cladding. The high cost of
vanadium and the difficulty in fabrication of large pipe makes it unlikely that
vanadium would be used outside of the blanket and shield region. Therefore, the
heat transfer system probably would transition to another metal such as steel or
titanium. In transitioning to steel, there is concern about the mass transfer of
interstitial elements into the vanadium with the potential of embrittling it. As a
result, loops need to be fabricated in vanadium and tested, then portions of that
loop replaced with candidate transitionmaterials to examine mass transfer. In the
presentations, it was estimated that this activity would cost approximately $20
million over a 5-year period.

GENERIC ISSUF_

Several pressing materialsissues in the design and construction of the ITER
were briefly reviewed, and include: joining beryllium to the wall material,

. developing an insulating coating on the surface of the wall, and the divertor.
These problems are generic to the design regardless of the selected wall material.

• Besyllium ]_onding_

The beryllium wall material must be well bonded to the structural material
to provide adequate heat transfer and to withstand the repeated thermal cycles.
Unfortunately, beryllium forms brittle intermetallic compounds with several of the
more common metals, including vanadium. Also, to develop the bond, some type
of brazing approch using an alloy system that would be compatible with the
environment should be considered. In other engineering designs, such bonding
problems have been solved by a combination of diffusion barriers and brazing
alloys. Solutions must be developed for the beryllium-vanadium alloy system.

MHD u tin _ C0e p

Preliminary work on the requirement for an insulating coating on liquid-
. metal-containing piping has shown promise that a coating can be developed by

aluminum plating and then forming a nitride from nitrogen-contaminated lithium.
Considerably more engineering-type tests must be conducted to determine if the

. insulating coating has the proper insulatingproperties, degree of coverage, spalling
characteristics, and if the coating is self- healing in the nitrogen-containing lithium.
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How to best coat the wall material with aluminum should be studied. Several
methods exist, from simply dipping the material in molten aluminumthrough a flux
to complex coating methods that include thermal spray,electrochemical, andvapor
deposition. The coating method chosen should consider how to minimize the
thermal distortion of the wall hardware. The coating mat'._al must be compau'ble
with the transfer of tritiumand deuterium from the vanadium alloy to the lithium.

COMMITMENT AND COST SUMMARY

If vanadium is to be considered as a viable structuralmaterial, then there
will have to be in place an aggressive, well-funded program that focusses on
developing the technology to the point that it can be confidently considered for use
in the ITER. This program would require the development of an industry to
supply the material and develop a fabrication data base as well as a design data
base. The program would require the production of sheet, plate, rod, and tubing
from several heats of material and then fabrication of these materials into the

complex geometries representative of the type of components of interest to the
ITER. Because of the constraints of the current ITER schedule, this program
would have to be completed within 5 to 8 years and be structured to provide "go-
no-go" information within 3 years after inception. It is the Committee's opinion
that the cost of this activityshould be in the range of $130 million, which is modest
when one considers that the development costs for the reference alloy in the
LMFBR Cladding and Duct Program were $I01 million in 1970-80 dollars. In
that program, the fabrication development consisted of developing high-quality,
thin-walled tubing and an irradiation data base that only considered changes in
tensile strength, creep, and swelling. Figure 3 shows the schedule for developing
vanadium for the ITER; including the three primaryactivities that must be run in
parallel to achieve the goal. It should be recognized that this is a success-oriented
program that will require a significant commitment to implement. Since the
United States is perceived as the leader and advocate of vanadium for the ITER,
it is likely that the bulk of the burden of development of this material will fall on
the United States. If this is the case, the United States must be prepared to make
a long-term commitment, both in funding and in providing the necessary scientific
staff to make this happen. Since vanadium offers potential for reactor-relevant
machines beyond the ITER, the United States needs to be prepared to continue
the development, once begun, even if it is not selected for ITER, assuming

I
fundamental problems are not found with the material. This level of commitment,
while it has been demonstrated in the breeder program, has not been seen in the
fusion program. As a result, the Committee has concerns regarding the staying
power of the United States fusion program in developing a new material.
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" Year
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- Fig. 3. Vanadium Alloys Developed Activities and Schedule.

CONCLUSIONS

As a result of its evaluation of the input and data on the development of
a vanadium alloy for use as the structural material for use in the ITER blanket,
the Committee came to the following conclusions:

• With an aggressive, fully funded program, it is possible to qualify a vanadium
alloy as the principal structural material for the ITER blanket in the available
5 to &year window. However, the data base for V-5Cr.5Ti is sparse and will
require an extensive development and test program to support the

. characteristics that have been shown by limited testing of small heat samples
or inferred from the performance of other alloys of the same family.

" • From a safety standpoint, vanadium alloys have relatively high temperature
limits and low inventories of activation products. However, because of the
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chemical reactivity of vana_um, structures made from its alloys will be less
tolerant of system failures, accidents, and off.normal events than most other
candidate blanket structural materials.

• Because of the cost of the material, more stringent requirements on processes,
and minimal historical working experience, it will cost roughly an order of
magnitude more to qualify a vanadium alloy for ITER blanket structuresthan
other candidate materials.

• The use of vanadium is difficultand uncertain;therefore, other options should
be explored more thoroughlybefore a final selection of vanadium is confirmed.
The Committee views the risk too high to rely solely on vanadium alloys.

• In viewing the state and nature of the design of the ITER blanket as presented
to the Committee, it is obvious that there is a need to move toward integrating
fabrication, welding, and materials engineers into the ITER design team.

• If the vanadium alloy option is to be pursued, a large program needs to be
started immediately. The commitment of funding and other resources needs
to be firm and consistent with a realistic program plan. The total cost of
developing vanadium for the rrER is estimated to be $130 million over 5 to
8 years, exclusive of the cost of irradiationfacilities.

_MMRNDATIONS

• The ITER program should immediately initiate a material development
program to qualify a blanket structural material for ITER application. That
program needs to include both a vanadium alloy and a steel alloy.

• The Department of Energy (DOE), the other Parties, and the ITER Joint
Central Team (JCT) should formally establish a firmcommitment to the entire
schedule and full funding requirements of an ITER blanket structuralmaterials
development and qualification program.

• DOE, through its channels to the JCT, should strongly press for the
incorporation of fabrication, welding, and engineering materials specialties into
the HER design team.
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AppendixA

" TENTATIVE SPECIFICATION FOR V-5 CR-5 TI

5 ± 0.5% Cr
5 ± 0.5% Ti
Si - 500 to 1000 ppm
O - 400 ppm
N - 100 ppm
C - 200 ppm
Nb - 4 ppm* (historical data)
Mo - 2 ppm* (historical data)
Fe - 200 to 400 ppm
AI - 200 to 400 ppm
P - ALAP**
S-_
Ag-
Balance Vanadium

*Below 1 ppm is desired.
**AI.AP - As low as possible.
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. Appendix B
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NEWS BRIEFS "

S. Africa sees vInadlum price danger ,:
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa -- The Deplu'tment of Minerld Ind'
EnergyAffairs said an ovenRipply develo_ng In the wormvanadium,.
market could lead to a co,apse of pctcasif pe_ltng IXC_ecls.to ,"
increaseproductionwent f(xwud. II reportedthat world e_M_/'
cu,ren.y stood at mixer 100,000 metric toni OfvInadium _"
peryearbutle,,,.,zthan65 pmcentwas used,Reutemreported.NewL'"
vanadium_ totalingsome20,000 tons.of penloxlde.wereIn_:
vinous stages of planning. • ;
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IvL_;'_ LIST -V_ADR.IlVl AHaC)Y _ B_

• Backplate
- Inboard

? cm thick x 60 cm wide x 12 m long
48 pieces
3.0 Tonne each
144 Tonne total

- Outboard
? cm thick x 100 cm wide x 12 m long
72 pieces
5.0 Tonne each
360 Tonne total

• Module Canister
0.5 cm thick x 93 cm wide x 12 m long

" 360 pieces
0.34 Tonne each
121 Tonne total

• Ribs for Module

0.5 cm thick x 19 cm wide x 12 m long
360 pieces
204 kg/piece
24.6 Tonne

• Tubes (He-cooled design only)
12 tubes per module
2.3 cm OD x 2 mm wall x 24 m long
2160 pieces
21.6 kg/piece
46.8 Tonne total

" 12 tubes per module
3.0 cm OD x 3 mm wall x 24 m long
2160 piecesq

40.7 kg/piece
87.9 Tonne total

Note: Self-cooled design = 650 Tonne; He-cooled design = 785 Tonne.
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Appendix D.

._22-1993 13:42 I:RD'I._ _ _ _ T0 91_ P.01

•
_NOIrE.OLD&*_N aO_)

p.O.IPx ,_0

r-_ (_ wt._,, wa_'nHa

junp 22, 2993

_c, Dale L. Smith, Director
Fusion PoWer P_ogram

• _gonne National Laboratory
9700 Cass Avenue - Bldg. 205
X_-gonne, IL 60439

t,

Dear Dale |

REs COST eGTZMATES FOR VA_h_DXUXALLOY
WELDING POSSIBILITIES

Following are my best rough estimates ot ©os_ for V_Cr5Ti:

$ Pm_ KG $ P_1_ I_G
600_800 'e Lots _ _j_a:_CATF_

PaSSElS9 PRODUCTION 124.36 207.26*

DISCOUNTED FOR
sL_AGER VOLInfB

_l_S 95.65 159. _ _ '_'.

*T_is is for pla_e and sheet with pctual coe_:; '_'-x_
. t_e large pieces, seamless tube a_d pipe would be

a_p_xAmaCely 40-504 higher.

he ea_lier costs we talked about at ANL Were based _n actual
T ..... _.... _- _--o_ with some p_o_eo_ions f_ sav_ngs.." COBT,B _OE _,'lu m_'--'_. "'*_1 ..............

n_ estimates are based on p:oduction costs :or pume vana_-
Th_ ........ _ _---_- will work out fo_ the la_ge_ quan_i_ies.
ana or an uha es in cosec of _e rawThere are no assumptions made f Y _g - .
mat_rlal- due _o market fluc_ua_tons or changes in _he requ_re-
men_8 for Impurities, i.e., silicon, molybdenum, niobium or silver
or any of _he o_her possible concerns. The more we _ake _he
gre_t.-r our confidence _ha_ we can mee_ these priceS.
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°''°'r". Washington,DC20_5

May 4, 1993

Mr. Willtam D. Manly
Rural Route I, Box 197A
Kingston, Tennessee 37763

Dear Bill,

Enclosed is the Charter for the Evaluation of VanadiumAlloys that you have
agreed to conduct for this office. John Davis of McDonnell Douglas Aerospace,
HowardBtrnbaum of the University of Illinois, and Jim Doggett of Lawrence
Livenm)re National Laboratory have agreed to serve with you in this
evaluation. Dale L. Smith at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) and
Everett E. Bloomat ORNLwill provide technical support, if your group needs
it, and ORNLwtll provide administrative and secretarial support. I will be
your point-of-contact at DOE, and will help in any way I can. Any of us wtll
be happy to identify other contacts in the fusion communityas needed.

- You are asked in the Charterto providethe evaluationby about July I, 1993.
We wouldlike to seea studyplan and your workingassumptionsby about
May 15, 1993. Designrequirementsfor the use of vanadiuma11oysin the
InternationalThermonuclearExperimentalReactor(ITER)will need to be

" developedearly in this evaluation- we would like to also reviewtheseby
aboutmid-May.

If the July ! date provesto be a problem,it is importantto the ITER project
that at leastan interimreportbe availableby that time. Furthermore,
evaluationrelativeto use in DEMO and other longerrange, longerplant life
applicationis of less urgencythan the ITERquestions.

Recentwork on vanadiuma11oys,involvingmainly a11oydevelopmentand
radiationeffects,has beenconcentratedat ANL. Dale Smith is the key to
this information.Work through1977was reviewedfor DOE by Westinghouse.
R. E. (Bob)Goldwas the key authorof that review,and he will make time to
briefyour group on that review.

Thankyou for your willingnessto help the fusionprogramwith this evaluation
of vanadiumalloytechnology.My own involvementwith vanadiumalloysstarted
in early 1967,so I am very interestedin the results.

.. Sincerely,__._. _/_,._
F. W. Wiffen
AdvanceTechnologyProgram
AdvancedPhysicsand TechnologyDivision
Officeof FusionEnergy
Officeof EnergyResearch

Enclosure
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CHARTERQ

TECHNICALEVALUATIONOF THETECHNOLOGYOF
VANADIUMALLOYSFORUSEAS BLANKETSTRUCTURAL

MATERIALSIN FUSIONREACTORS

Vanadiumalloys have long been viewed as desirable materials for fusion
reactor structures in the first wall and blanket regions. These alloys offer
the potential of higher heat loads and higher operating temperatures than
steels, evidence of resistance to degradation under irradiation, and excellent
compatibility with ltquid ltthium. Activation product radioisotopes in
vanadium decay with modest decay heating rates and manageablehalf lives.
Care in selection of alloytng additions produce structures with attractive
accident consequenceand waste managementpotential at the end of reactor
service.

The Fusion Program needs an evaluation of the technology of vanadium alloys,
relattve to the use of these alloys in the blanket structure of a fusion
reactor. This evaluation is needed by about July 1, ]993. It should include
the current state of technology and identify the steps needed to be ready to
use these alloys in construction of the International Thermonuclear

" Experimental Reactor (ITER) in 1999. The needs for use of vanadium in a
demonstration fusion power plant in 2025 should also be addressed.

. This assessment should be planned in detail by the AssessmentCommittee, in
consultation with the DOEProgram Manager and key ITERU.S. HomeTeammembers
(Wiffen, Smith, and Bloom). Activities should probably include a workshop to
develop wide input from the materials research and development, design,
production, fabrication and other segmentsof industry that would have to be
involved in successfully building a vanadium alloy blanket for ITER.

The following questions should be tncluded in this Technology Assessment:

Is the evidence adequate to concentrate on a stngle vanadiumcomposition
for use in the ITER First Wall/Blanket/Shield?

What is the state of the data base on candidate alloys, relative to that
needed for ITER design and construction?

What must be done to be able to produce the required quantities and
product form mix needed for ITER:

for alloy qualification and technology development
for componentdevelopment and testing

" for engineering data base development
for licensing or regulatory approval
for ITER construction?

What is required to develop the fabrication, joining and inspection
technology to produce vanadiumalloy components?
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Is theavailableinformationadequateto defineapproximateboundson
theuseof vanadiumalloyswithrespectto:

- temperaturelimits
- irradiationlifetime
- coolantandcoolantpuritylimits?

Theproductof thisactivityshouldbe a writtentechnicalevaluationthat
answersthequestionsposedhere,andotherquestionsthatmay be developedby
yourgroup. ThisTechnologyAssessmentshouldnot attemptto producea
programplan,but shouldidentifythesteps(tasks)andmajorfacilities
needed.Estimatesof costsandschedulesarealsorequested.We wouldlike
to havethereportby aboutJulyI, 1993.
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Pre Agenda
. Evaluation of Vanadium Alloys for Fmion

Bm'iding 205, Conference Room L-252
Argmme National Laboraton7

June 3-4, 1993
Thursday. June 3

8:30 a.m. Coffee
9:00 a.m. Introduction W. Manly
9:15 a.m. ITER Blanket Design Y. Gohar ,
10:30 a.m. Break
10:45 a.m. ITER Divertor Design J. Haines
11:15 a.m. Materials Performance/Lifetime R. Mattas
11:45 a.m. Background- V-Alloy Development D. Smith
12:00 Noon Lunch
1:00 p.m. Production/Fabrication of V-Alloys R. Peterson
1:40 p.m. Review of V-Alloy Data Base Assessment Bill Buckman

. 2:40 p.m. Current V-Alloy Data Base
Baseline Properties D. Smith
Irradiation Effects B. Loomis

q

3:30 p.m. Break

4:40 p.m. Compatibility of Vanadium J. DeVan
5:00 p.m. Adjourn

Friday, June 4

8:30 a.m. Coffee
9:00 a.m. Special Topics/Discussions
10:30 a.m. Summary and Planning Committee
12:30 p.m. Lunch/Adjourn
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EvaluationofVanadiumAlloysforFusion
• Buikling 205, Conferenve Room L-252

ArgonneNa_Ml Laborato_
June3-4,1993

Part.pants

Dale Smith Argonne National Laboratory

Bill Wiffen Department of Energy

Bill Buckman RMT

Jim Doggett Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

John Davis McDonnell Douglas Aerospace

. Bill Manly Consultant, Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Roger Peterson Teledyne Wah Chang Albany
qr

Jack DeVan Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Hanchung Tsai Argonne National Laboratory

Ben Loomis Argonne National Laboratory

Dai-kai Sze Argonne National Laboratory

Everett Bloom Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Ken Wilson Sandia National Laboratories

Siegfried Malang Argonne National Laboratory

Rich Mattas Argonne National Laboratory

. John Haines McDonnell Douglas Aerospace

Yousny Gohar Argonne National Laboratory
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Asen
- Evahmtion of Vanadima Alloys for Fusion

Bldg. 304, L,3W, Rm. 353
McDonnell Ikmglm Az_ St. Louis, MO

June 24, 1993

8:00 a.m. Coffee
Welcome J. Davis

8:05 a.m. Introduction W. Manly

8:10 a.m. Space Systems Applications and Experience E. Hoffman
with Refractory Metals

9:30 a.m. Safety and Licensing Concerns - Code Case TBD*
INEL Input to Committee

. 10.'00a.m. Near-Term Engineering Tests of Vanadium AlloyTBD*

10:30 a.m. Break
q

10:45 a.m. Refractory Metal Fabrication Technology D. Smith
Iand Capability- United States

11:15 a.m. Hydrogen - Tritium Effects on Vanadium Allo_. Smith

11:45 a.m. Lunch

12:45 p.m. Coatings for Vanadium Alloys: D. Smith
Electrical Insulators for Liquid Metals

1:15 p.m. Special Topics and Discussions All
Second Supplier of Vanadium Alloy
Beryllium/Vanadium Alloys
Others TBD*

2:30 p.m. Summary and Planning Committee

3:00 p.m. Adjourn

*To be determined.
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Evaluation of VanadiumAlloysfor Fmion
. ek_ 304,L.3W,am. 353

Md3onnenDouglasAmmpa_ St.Loul_MO
June 24, 1993

Partidpants

Howard IL Birnbaum University of Illinois 217-333-1370 Phone
217-244-2278 Fax

Everett E. Bloom Oak Ridge National Laboratory 615-574-5053 Phone
615.574-7659 Fax

John W. Davis McDonnell Douglas Aerospace 314-233-6200 Phone
314-234-4506 Fax

. James N. Doggett Lawrence Livermore National 510-423-0782 Phone
Laboratory 510-423-0783 Fax

, Eugene E. Hoffman Department of Energy, 615-576-0735 Phone
Oak Ridge 615-574-9275 Fax

V. Dennis Lee McDonnell Douglas Aerospace 314-233-8212 Phone

William D. Manly Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 615-574-4344 Phone
Consultant 615-574-7659 Fax

G. Dave Morgan McDonnell Douglas Aerospace 314-232-9098 Phone

Larry Pronke McDonnell Douglas Aerospace 314-232-1320 Phone
314-234-8915 Fax

Dale L. Smith Argonne National Laboratory 708-252-4816 Phone
70&252-5:_7 Fax

4

F. W. (Bill) Wiffen Department of Energy, 301-903-4963 Phone
, Washington 301-903-2791 Fax
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BvahmtoaofV_ AlloysfurFmkm

Manly Conference Center
Kingston, Tennessee

July 21.22, 1993

Manly Conference Center
Kingston, Tennessee

July 21. 1993

Attendance: E.E. Bloom, John W. Davis, James N. Doggett,
William D. Manly, Dale L. Smith, and F. W. Wiffen

6stn_
4

(1) Production Capability and Scaleup

. Time and Dollars

(2) Secondary Fabrication

Time and Dollars

(3) Material Behavior Testing

(4) Engineering Testing

(5) Hydrogen and Tritium Concerns
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_tlon ofVmmdb,.un_ fin'Fmtm

Manly Conference Center
Ktnpton, Tenneuee

July22,_993

Attudanee: John W. Davis, James N. Doggett, William D. Manly, and
F. W. Wtffen (part-time)

Agenda:

OutliningReport

Writing Assignments

., Develop Conclusions and Recommendations
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